LEGAL NOTICE
This Legal Notice regulates how users (hereinafter, ‘users’) access the content of this website
offered by ‘F.J. CARRALON, S.L.’. By using the information displayed on this website, you fully
accept the Legal Notice. Therefore, we strongly recommend you to access the Legal Notice
every time you visit this website, as it is constantly updated.

GENERAL INFORMATION
In accordance with the provisions of section 10 of Spanish Act 34/2002, of 11 July, on
Information Society Services and E-Commerce (in Spanish, ‘LSSICE’), we inform you that the
owner of the website ‘www.carralon.com’ is ‘F.J. CARRALON, S.L.’ (Spanish Tax Code
B-28543023), with registered office in Cerceda (Madrid), Ctra. M-608, Km. 33 (28412). To
contact us, please call +34918574039 or send an email to info@carralon.com.
‘F.J. CARRALON, S.L.’ holds the corresponding administrative authorisation to carry out its
activity, pursuant to the regulations in force and the rules of its governing body. The company
is duly filed in the Madrid Companies Registry, Volume 5030, General Book 464, Folio 96,
Page 8475, where the website ‘www.carralon.com’ has been duly recorded.

CONTRACTUAL CONDITIONS
The purchase order forms or request for information forms available on ‘www.carralon.com’
may be completed in any language you wish. However, ‘F.J. CARRALON, S.L.’ shall not be
held liable for any errors or in case your request cannot be processed if you use a language
we cannot understand.
By sending a purchase order form, you enter into an electronic contract according to the
provisions of Spanish Act 34/2002 on Information Society Services. Pursuant to the said Act,
‘F.J. CARRALON, S.L.’ informs you that in order to enter into the said contract, you will only
need to provide the necessary and accurate details, and make the corresponding payment.
The contractual document will be stored in our offices for the period established by law. It will
be available to users, who will have access thereto and may correct or cancel it. Forms may be
completed in any official language in Spain.

INTELLECTUAL AND INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY
The content of the website (URL), including texts, images, graphic design elements, the
source code, logos, trademarks, etc., and the rights thereto, have been transferred to or are
solely owned by ‘F.J. CARRALON, S.L.’ and are covered by the regulations on Intellectual and
Industrial Property. Therefore, the said content cannot be reproduced, modified, distributed
or tampered.
‘F.J. CARRALON, S.L.’ is the sole owner of all the intellectual and industrial property rights
and any other similar rights which may be inherent to the Website. Likewise, ‘F.J. CARRALON,
S.L.’ owns all the rights relating to the Content, Services or proprietary elements which may
be included on the Website, including, by way of example, the elements which make up the
look and feel, the graphic design and the sensory stimuli of the web pages of the Website;
the architecture of the web browser,
•
the source code of the web pages,
•
images,
•
recordings,
•
software,
•
databases,
•
technology,
•
logos and
•
distinctive signs.
•
‘F.J. CARRALON, S.L.’ reserves the right to update, modify or delete information displayed on
its website, as well as its general conditions, services or settings, at any time without notice.
The company does not guarantee the absence of interruptions or errors when accessing the
website, and shall not be held liable for any technical issues or failures when browsing the
website.
Furthermore, the company does not guarantee the absence of viruses or any other elements
that may affect your computer system (software and hardware) or the electronic documents
and files stored on your computer system. As a result, the company shall not be held liable for
any damage that may affect your computer system, electronic documents or files.

RIGHTS RESERVED
Users undertake not to remove, delete, change, tamper or modify:
The notes, keys, indications or symbols featured on the corresponding elements by
•
‘F.J. CARRALON, S.L.’ or the owners of the rights thereto in terms of intellectual
and industrial property (such as copyright, ©, ® and ™, etc.).

The technical protection or identification devices the Content may feature (such as
watermarks, fingerprints, etc.).
Users can only access, display and, where applicable, download the Content and/or
•
Services for personal and non-commercial purposes.
‘F.J. CARRALON, S.L.’ reserves all rights relating to intellectual and industrial property over
the elements of its website, and does not grant users any other licence or authorisation to use
their Property other than that specified herein.
•

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
•

*

*

•

Concerning the Information: ‘F.J. CARRALON, S.L.’ shall not be held liable for the
existence, accuracy, suitability, appropriateness and updates of the information
displayed on ‘www.carralon.com’. The content of this website is for information
purposes. As a result, ‘F.J. CARRALON, S.L.’ shall not be held liable for the
decisions made by users based on the said content, nor for the damage caused to
users or third parties based on the information obtained from this website.
Concerning the quality of the Services: Users acknowledge that they are aware that
there are viruses, worms and other malicious elements on the Internet. Users
should make sure that they have the necessary tools to detect and remove this
type of malware. ‘F.J. CARRALON, S.L.’ shall not be held liable for the damage
caused to the computer equipment of the users or third parties while browsing the
website.
Concerning the availability of the Services: Services and supplies from other service
suppliers of the information society are required to make the Website available.
The reliability, quality, continuity and operation of the said suppliers is beyond the
control of ‘F.J. CARRALON, S.L.’. Therefore, the services provided through the
Website may be suspended, cancelled or inaccessible at any time.
‘F.J. CARRALON, S.L.’ shall not be held liable for any damage or loss suffered by
Users which may arise from failures or shutdowns in telecommunication networks
that may lead to the suspension, cancellation or interruption of the services
offered through the Website while providing them or prior thereto.
Concerning the content accessed on or through the Website: This website allows users
to access links and other web pages (hereinafter, ‘Linked Sites’). In these cases,
‘F.J. CARRALON, S.L.’ acts as a supplier of intermediation services pursuant to the
provisions of the LSSI. Therefore, they shall only be held liable for the content and
services displayed on the Linked Sites inasmuch as they were aware that they were
illegal and had not acted with due care to remove the said content. If you consider
that a Linked Site includes illicit or inappropriate content, please inform
‘F.J. CARRALON, S.L.’, which will act with the utmost diligence to remove the
corresponding links. Therefore, ‘F.J. CARRALON, S.L.’ shall not be held liable for
the contents and services offered on the Linked Sites, nor for any damage caused
in case they are illegal, or due to their quality, or in case they are outdated,
unavailable, useless or present any errors.

LICENCES CONCERNING LINKS
All third-party links to this website must redirect to the homepage.
Users and, in general, people who intend to create a link between their website and the
Website must meet the following conditions. Any type of link other than that defined in this
clause will require the prior written acceptance of ‘F.J. CARRALON, S.L.’. Users cannot
reproduce or imitate, either totally or partially, the content of the Website, nor the look and
feel thereof, nor make frames or inline links of the pages of ‘F.J. CARRALON, S.L.’.
No browser, frame, environment or navigation bar may be created based on the pages of the
Website.
No false, inaccurate, incorrect or disparaging statements or indications may be made about
the Website, ‘F.J. CARRALON, S.L.’ or any of the Properties of ‘F.J. CARRALON, S.L.’. In
particular, it cannot be declared or implied that ‘F.J. CARRALON, S.L.’ cooperates or is a
cooperation partner concerning the content or services offered or made available through the
web page where the link is featured and/or that they have supervised or assumed the said
content or services in any way.
The web page where the link is featured will not contain any trademark, trade name, sign,
commercial name, logo, slogan or any other distinctive sign belonging to ‘F.J. CARRALON,
S.L.’, except for the signs that are part of the said link or the Properties that had been
previously licensed in writing by ‘F.J. CARRALON, S.L.’.
The web page where the link is featured will not contain illicit information or content, or
contrary to morality or to generally accepted good manners and to public order.
‘F.J. CARRALON, S.L.’ reserves the right to initiate the corresponding legal actions against
those who infringe the following prohibitions:

PROHIBITIONS
The following prohibitions must be strictly observed:
1. The content and services of the Website cannot be used for illicit purposes or effects,
prohibited in this Legal Notice, which may be detrimental to the rights and
interests of third parties, or which may damage, overload or affect the services,
computer equipment or the documents, files and content stored on any device
owned by ‘F.J. CARRALON, S.L.’ in any way or render them useless or hinder the
normal use thereof.
2. Users cannot use the content and services protected by intellectual or industrial
property rights owned by the company or third parties unless they obtain the
corresponding authorisation from the owners.
3. The content cannot be reproduced, copied, distributed, disclosed, transformed or
modified unless users are previously authorised to do so by the owner of the
corresponding rights or unless permitted by law;
4. Users cannot incorporate viruses nor any other physical or electronic elements that
may damage or affect the normal operation of the network, the system or the
computer equipment (hardware and software) of ‘F.J. CARRALON, S.L.’ or third

5.

parties or that may damage the electronic documents and files stored on the said
equipment.
Users cannot obtain or try to obtain the content via any means or procedures other
than those made available to that effect in general, or those commonly used on
the Internet in that regard, provided that they do not imply a risk that the
Website, the Services and/or Content may be damaged or rendered useless.

GOVERNING LEGISLATION
This Legal Notice is governed by Spanish legislation for all pertinent purposes. Spanish law
shall apply to all legal disputes relating to this Website, which shall be submitted to the
Courts and Tribunals of Madrid (Spain).
Cerceda (Madrid), 2015

